Abstract-We consider an industrial context where we deal with a stream of unlabelled documents that become available progressively over time. Based on an adaptive incremental neural gas algorithm (AING), we propose a new stream-based semisupervised active learning method (A2ING) for document classification, which is able to actively query (from a human annotator) the class-labels of documents that are most informative for learning, according to an uncertainty measure. The method maintains a model as a dynamically evolving graph topology of labelled document-representatives that we call neurons. Experiments on different real datasets show that the proposed method requires on average only 36.3% of the incoming documents to be labelled, in order to learn a model which achieves an average gain of 2.15-3.22% in precision, compared to the traditional supervised learning with fully labelled training documents.
I. INTRODUCTION
Administrations deal every day with thousands of heterogeneous administrative documents that are daily digitized and must be processed quickly and efficiently in order to enable a gain of productivity for administrations and a gain of reactivity and response time for users. These digitized documents have to be classified in different classes such as bank checks, medical receipts, invoices, prescriptions etc. The objective is to automatically redirect them to topic-specific processing and information extraction mechanisms, or redirect them to humans or services departments that are specialized in their management. The classification of such documents by topic also provide better contextual information and allows to disambiguate some terms of interest; for instance, the account number which may have a different meaning depending on whether the document's category is an incoming invoice or a service request.
However, for many industrial and real-world applications 1 , the traditional state of the art methods for document classification like those surveyed in [1] are constrained by some requirements which make them difficult to use properly. There are basically two main reasons.
For the first reason, to achieve a good classification accuracy, the traditional methods need to be trained using many labelled documents, they are fully supervised (i.e. need to manually build a large enough set of labelled documents for the learning to be efficient). However, obtaining a sufficient number of labelled training documents is costly and timeconsuming. Semi-supervised learning techniques [2] , [3] can learn using both labelled and unlabelled data, and can therefore be used to alleviate the cost of labelling many documents. However, instead of randomly selecting the documents to be labelled, it may be more interesting to let the algorithm chose which documents are more convenient for labelling. This is referred to as active learning [4] , [5] , [8] , i.e. the algorithm queries the labels of some documents from the human annotator according to their importance with respect to learning results.
For the second reason, most of traditional document classification methods need the whole training set (used for learning) to be available beforehand. Most semi-supervised and active learning methods also performs in a batch mode (i.e. they use all the input documents). This requirement is inconvenient when dealing with a massively and continuously arriving stream of documents (theoretically considered as an infinite stream) where the documents become available progressively over time. Therefore, beside the fact that learning is active and weakly supervised, we also consider an online learning configuration where each new document from the stream can be visited only once and used to update the learned model incrementally as soon as it is available. Some related online and semi-supervised methods for text streams are surveyed in [6] , however these methods are not active and do not select informative documents for labeling during learning.
We already proposed in [7] an efficient learning method called AING for "adaptive incremental neural gas". AING is a scalable unsupervised incremental learning method which can learn online from a data-stream without being sensitive to initialization parameters. In this paper, we present a semisupervised active extension of AING (that we call A2ING) for document classification task, which can be trained incrementally from a continuously arriving stream of documents so that it do not need the whole documents to be available beforehand, and do not need the whole training documents to be labelled. The proposed method can learn from both labelled and unlabelled documents by actively querying the labels of the most informative documents according to an uncertainty measure (described in section III-A). This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly describe AING, the basis of the proposed method. We extend AING to A2ING, a semi-supervised active learning for document classification in section 3. Then we present our experimental evaluation on real datasets in section 4. In section 5, we give the conclusion and we present some perspectives of this work. (Fig.1) of document-representatives that we call neurons. Each neuron y ∈ G is a feature-vector which is continuously maintained and updated by AING.
We consider x to be far enough (respectively close enough) from a neuron y if the distance between x and y is higher (respectively smaller) than a threshold T y , which is essentially defined as the mean distance from y to its neighbouring neurons (i.e. neurons y i ∈ N y , where N y is the set of neurons that are linked to y by an edge) [7] . The general AING's method of operation can then be expressed as in Fig. 2 according to the following 3 cases. Let y 1 and y 2 respectively be the nearest and the second nearest neurons from x, such that dist(x, y 1 ) < dist(x, y 2 ). The learning algorithm incrementally builds and maintains a model G, at each new document arrival, as follows: (Fig.2(a) ):
• G ← G∪{y new |y new = x}, i.e., a new neuron y new is generated based on x.
we say that x is assigned to y 1 :
• Link y 1 to y 2 by a new edge.
•
, updating the feature-vector y 1 to be less distant from x.
i.e., updating the feature-vector of each y 1 's neighbouring neuron (y i ∈ N y1 ) to be slightly less distant from x.
When a document x is close enough to its two nearest neurons y 1 and y 2 , it is assigned to y 1 (3 rd case). This later and its neighbouring neurons are updated (i.e. they move towards 2 Of course, features are application-dependent. We use in the experiments a bag-of-words representation of document, to classify them by their topics.
x) by a learning rate: 1 for y 1 and 2 for its neighbouring neurons. As discussed in [7] , generally, a too big learning rate implies instability of neurons, while a too small learning rate implies that neurons do not learn enough from their assigned documents. Typical values are 0 < 1 1 and 0 < 2 1 . Let n y1 be the number of documents assigned to y 1 . In AING,
is slowly decreasing proportionally to the number of documents assigned to y 1 , i.e. the more y 1 learns, the more it becomes stable, and 2 is simply heuristically set to 2 = 1 ny 1 ×100 , that is, 100 times smaller than the actual value of 1 (i.e. 2 1 ). Note that the method is incremental and do not need to save documents that are previously seen. The maintained topology (G) of neurons evolves dynamically according to new documents.
III. IMPROVEMENT TO SEMI-SUPERVISED ACTIVE LEARNING FOR DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION
AING is unsupervised and can not be directly applied to a classification task. In order to be suitable for a document classification task, we extend AING to learn from both labelled and unlabelled documents. However, instead of manually or randomly choosing which documents to label from the incoming stream, we let the algorithm itself decide at each new document arrival, whether or not its class-label should be queried from a human annotator. We initially get a small number of labelled documents which may be the first few incoming documents from the stream, and use them to initialise the model G with some neurons 3 . Then, each new document represented as a featurevector x (Fig. 3 (1) ) is classified into a class c according to the current model G (Fig. 3 (2) ). The classification method derives an index of uncertainty which determines the informativeness of the document x using the method in section III-A. If the method is "uncertain" about the predicted class-label of x, then it is considered informative, and its true class-label c is queried from a human annotator (Fig. 3 (3) ). The classified document (x, c) is then learned (Fig. 3 (4) ) in order to update and improve the model G as described in section III-B.
A. Classification and document informativeness
For each new document x, we use K-Nearest Neighbours method [9] and we derive a probability of belonging to its two most probable classes. c y1 ) , ..., (y K , c yK )} be the K nearest neurons selected from G, sorted in ascending order according to their Euclidean distance to x. Let P (c|x) the probability that the document x belongs to the class c. It is determined as
where
and c 2 are respectively the first and the second most probable classes given the document x, such that P (c 1 |x) ≥ P (c 2 |x). Let the quantity Δ (c1,c2|x) = P (c 1 |x) − P (c 2 |x).
A document with a small Δ value is more uncertain because the probability of belonging to its most probable class c 1 is close to the probability of belonging to its second most probable class c 2 ; thus the more Δ (c1,c2|x) is close to 0 the more informative is the document x, because knowing the true class-label of such document would be useful for the model G to better discriminate between these classes in section III-B.
To decide if the class-label of a new document x should be queried (i.e. if x is informative), we define a small confidence value δ. If Δ (c1,c2|x) < δ then the true class-label of x is queried from a human annotator. Otherwise, the document x is classified as c 1 (its most probable predicted class).
To intuitively illustrate what are the uncertain documents (with a low Δ value) which are informative for our model, Fig.  4 (a) shows three overlapped classes of two dimensional datapoints, and Fig. 4 (b) shows that the queried data-points are those lying inside an uncertainty region, they are considered informative because knowing their true class-label will help to better separate the overlapped classes. 
B. Updating model G
Let (x, c x ) be a new data where x is the document's feature-vector and c x its predicted or queried class-label (as show in the previous subsection). We mainly adapt the 3 rd case of the AING's algorithm (section II) in order to maximize the separation between the different overlapping classes. Let y 1 and y 2 respectively be the nearest and the second nearest neurons from the document x, such that dist(x, y 1 ) < dist(x, y 2 ):
, a new neuron y new labelled with c x is generated based on x.
• Link y 1 to y 2 by a new edge (if not linked)
and c x = c yi :
The two first cases (i.e. when x is far from y 1 , or close to y 1 but far from y 2 ) are similar to the original AING, however, the generated neuron y new is labelled with the label that was associated to x.
In the third case (i.e. when x is close to both y 1 and y 2 ), y 2 becomes a neighbouring neuron of y 1 (it is linked to y 1 by an edge) even if they are labelled with different class-labels. We call an edge linking two neurons with different classlabels, an "inter-class border edge"; it allows the algorithm to determine a separation between classes, by moving neurons labelled differently far from each other. Indeed, if y 1 is labelled similarly to x (i.e. c x = c y1 ), then y 1 is updated to be less distant from x, and the neighbouring neurons of y 1 which are labelled differently from x are updated to be more distant from x. On the contrary, if y 1 is labelled differently from x (i.e. c x = c y1 ), then y 1 is updated to be more distant from x, and the neighbouring neurons of y 1 which are labelled similarly to x are updated to be less distant from x. Fig. 4 (c) shows the obtained topology of labelled neurons after removing the inter-class border edges, for the 3 overlapped classes of Fig.  4 (a) .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We consider in our experimental evaluation, a total of five real administrative document datasets provided by different clients of ITESOFT company. Each document is firstly processed by an OCR and represented as a bag-of-words, which is a sparse feature-vector containing the occurrence counts of words in the document. Each dataset has its featurevectors represented in a p-dimensional space, where p is the vocabulary size 4 . The datasets are of different size and different number of classes (13 to 141 classes) which are defined by the clients who provided the documents.
• DocSet dataset: 519 documents for learning, 260 documents for testing, p = 413, 13 classes.
• CAF dataset: 772 documents for learning, 386 documents for testing, p = 271, 141 classes.
• LIRMM dataset: 1301 documents for learning, 650 documents for testing, p = 277, 24 classes.
• MMA dataset: 1728 documents for learning, 863 documents for testing, p = 292, 25 classes.
• APP dataset: 13161 documents for learning, 6581 documents for testing, p = 328, 139 classes.
We consider our proposed method "A2ING" (Active Adaptive Incremental Neural Gas) and an incremental svm method "LASVM" [8] in an active mode, where the data-points that are closest to the decision boundary of svm are those which are most likely to be labelled. We also consider some main classifiers as a reference in comparing the results (KNN [9] , LogitBoost [10] , NaiveBayes [11] and RandomForest [12] ). As a reminder, A2ING offers two additional qualities against the considered methods (except LASVM), (1) only the labels of some informative documents are queried during learning (unlike the considered methods which are fully supervised), and (2) it processes documents one by one (unlike the considered methods which perform in a batch mode where each document may be revisited many times during learning).
We initially set the parameter δ of A2ING for all the datasets to 0.3, which represents a pretty hight initial confidence value, then it is adapted during learning as described at the end of section III-A. Beside the rate of labels which are queried during learning, we consider as evaluation measures the error rate and the weighted average precision and recall.
The obtained results are shown in Table I . Firstly, for A2ING, the number of documents that were manually labelled during learning (by querying their labels from a human annotator) is between 22.5% and 53.8% (36.3% on average) of the total number of documents used for learning; this is better than the labeled rate obtained by LASVM. The other methods, since they are fully supervised, need the whole dataset to be manually labelled (100% of labels), which is by the way usually infeasible for real-world applications. From Table I we see that for the DocSet and CAF datasets, A2ING realises almost the same performances as LogitBoost and NaiveBayes respectively. Concerning the dataset LIRMM, although A2ING requires only 22.5% of labels, it achieves a better performance than KNN, LogitBoost and NaiveBayes, however, RandomForest and LASVM achieved a best performance than A2ING. For the MMA dataset, LASVM slightly outperform A2ING; while for the APP datasets, A2ING achieves the best performances in terms of error rate and recall. Finally, the average results over all datasets is shown in the bottom of table I. We can see that A2ING achieves, on average, the best performances regarding the error rate, precision and recall. Fig . 5 (left side) shows for each dataset, the obtained accuracy, according to the human labor which is expressed as the number of documents that are labeled for learning. Fig. 5 (right side) shows the corresponding number of labeled documents, according to the number of documents seen from the stream. A2ING is compared with LASVM. The Passive case on Fig. 5 represents the case where each document from the stream is manually labeled and used for learning, even if it is not informative. For all the datasets, we can see that A2ING by querying only labels the most informative documents, achieves a better or equal accuracy to LASVM, and always achieves a better accuracy than the passive mode which spend time and effort for labeling all the documents, regardless of their informativeness. Fig. 6 (1) shows the effect of the confidence parameter δ, on the number of queried document labels. Naturally, the more δ is close to 0 the smaller is the number of labeled documents, because in this case A2ING will select only the top most uncertain (informative) documents. The uncertainty measure defined in section III-A to determine the informativeness of a document for learning, may also be used as a measure to decide whether a document should be rejected or not during testing. Fig. 6 (2) shows how the error rate can decreases by rejecting uncertain documents (having Δ (c1,c2|x) < δ), where the rejection rates are determined by testing with variable values of the parameter δ, starting from 0 (no rejection) and scaling by +0.05 each time. Rejecting a document may have a cost, however, in an industrial context, we may prefer to reject uncertain documents, because we give more importance to minimizing the number of errors than to maximizing the number of recognized documents, since doing an error is more costly. Note that in a real-world industrial problem, we estimate that the cost of making a classification error is two times higher than the cost of wrongly rejecting a document.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Based on AING, this paper presented a learning approach for document classification task. The proposed method is suitable for an industrial setting where documents become available progressively over time, while their labels are not available. Indeed, it can (1) learn online from a continuously arriving stream of documents, and (2) only query during learning the labels of the most informative documents, thus saving annotation time and effort. The method inherits from AING the non-sensitivity to initialization parameters and does not require the number of classes or neurons to be known. Beside the fact that the proposed method is incremental and that it considerably reduces the required number of labelled documents, the experimental results on real document datasets show that it is efficient compared to active and even fully supervised classifiers.
Nonetheless, further work still needs to be done. It may be more costly for a human to label a given document, when it is not clear at first sight from which class the document is. Indeed, depending on the document type and quality, there may be a variable labelling cost for different documents. Thus, beside reducing the number of the manually labelled documents, it may be interesting to consider a cost of labelling different documents, e.g., a function of the average time required to label a given type of documents. Another direction is to deal with the class-imbalance problem and to provide some theoretical bound on the number of queried labels that are required by A2ING to achieve a given level of accuracy.
